DTSC Hygiene Webinar series

At www.DTStudyClub.com, you will find the three-part Webinar series "Simple Advanced Treatment Modalities for the Dependent Patient" with Hygiene Tribune Editor-in-Chief Angie Stone and Dental Tribune author Shirley Gutkowski.

**Part I: Who is taking care of the dependent patient every day?**

Are you sick and tired of nursing assistants avoiding their duty to provide oral care to dependent adults? Find out how much you have in common with them.

Hygiene Tribune Editor-in-Chief Angie Stone and Dental Tribune author Shirley Gutkowski bring their exciting tag-team program to the Web in this first of three programs.

With their no-nonsense and humorous approach, they show you how to build the bridges between "us and them." Don't miss this informative, scientific and entertaining program.

Part I of this three-part series will educate the attendees about who is actually responsible for oral care in nursing home facilities. Attendees will learn what a typical day is like in the life of a nursing assistant, what education they are provided and what their position is regarding oral care.

Learning Objectives:
- Understand the true daily work of the nursing assistant.
- Know what education the nursing assistant has.
- Understand who the nursing assistant is.

**Part II: The Dental Profession Can Assist Primary Caregivers Help Dependent Patients**

Can't get the nursing assistants to brush and floss the dependent adults they're in charge of? Never fear, Dental Tribune author Shirley Gutkowski and Hygiene Tribune Editor-in-Chief Angie Stone show you how to make an impression on caregivers that will stimulate change by shifting your own thinking.

You won't be disappointed in quality and content of this important Web program.

Part II of this three-part series will concentrate on what dental professionals should be teaching during the nursing home staff's required annual in-service training session.

Think you should be teaching brushing and flossing? Join us to find out!

Learning Objectives:
- Gain knowledge on how to develop an in-service training session.
- Know which simple advanced treatment modalities improve the oral health of nursing home residents.
- Understand the role xylitol plays in oral health improvement.

**Part III: How to Implement Your Own Training Program Through the Adopt-a-Nursing Home Initiative**

The alphabet soup of titles can be daunting to the oral care provider trying to bring the message of simple novel approaches to oral care in a facility. Hygiene Tribune Editor-in-Chief Angie Stone and Dental Tribune author Shirley Gutkowski bring their hard-earned knowledge and first-hand experience to this one-hour Web event.

This is the final part of the series on oral care for the dependent adult and it is just as entertaining as the first two. It covers who is working at the care facility, who to talk to, and when to call. Don't miss this important information and round out your new perspective on caregivers and dependent adults.

Part III of this three-part series provides information on how to find a home to adopt. Discussions include:
- Who are the main players in the nursing home environment that need to be contacted?
- What should be said when contacting the facility?

In addition, complete information regarding AANH.

Learning Objectives:
- Know whom to contact at a facility to adopt the nursing home.
- Understand what to say to the facility administrators.
- Know what the mission and goals are of AANH.

Take advantage of this opportunity to earn three C.E. credits by logging onto www.DTStudyClub.com, and from the Online Courses menu choose the Dental Hygiene option. All three Webinars are offered for $95.

---

**EFFECTIVE ENDODONTICS:** Profitability Without Compromise

Recognized around the world for his expertise, Dr. L. Stephen Buchanan offers dentists a hands-on opportunity to master root canal treatment. Blending a warm and open teaching style with practical and clinically advanced methods, Dr. Buchanan demonstrates a step-by-step process from diagnosing pain of endodontic origin to successful 3-dimensional treatment. Observe Dr. Buchanan perform live demonstrations and receive one-on-one coaching ranging from fundamental concepts to complex case strategies.

**Upcoming Course Location:**

Las Vegas | April 22-24, 2010

2 day Course: 15 AGD/PACE Approved Credit Hours
1/2 day Hands-on Workshop: 4 AGD/PACE Approved Credit Hours

For more information call (877) 524-3636 or visit BuchananEndodontics.com

Dr. L. Stephen Buchanan
AD-2010